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The next generation of self-checkout from NCR provides retailers with 
more capability than ever before and gives shoppers a more flexible 
and efficient way to scan, bag, and pay for items.



Technological advancements
The NCR FastLane SelfServ Checkout Release 6 offers advanced global cash and coin recycling 
capabilities. As a standard feature on every unit, bunch note recycling allows a stack of notes 
to be fed into the unit instead of inserting them one at a time, making it fast and convenient 
for your shoppers while at the same time greatly reducing the cash in the unit that the store 
has to manage. The global coin recycler supports up to eight different coin denominations and 
provides improved debris management, reducing the potential for jams to occur. An all imaging 
bi-optic scanner, the RealScan™ 79, is offered and can read 2D and mobile barcodes, in addition 
to standard 1D. This advanced scanner can be used to help enhance store security and enables 
produce assurance with its NCR ScanWatch software.



Modern appeal
The NCR FastLane SelfServ Checkout Release 6 
is sure to catch the eye of your shoppers. With 
its contemporary design and reduced profile, 
the NCR FastLane SelfServ Release 6 expands 
the visibility between your attendants and 
shoppers.  The sleek zero-bezel display features 
a responsive touchscreen which supports multi-
touch making it familiar and easy to use. The 
small footprint gives you increased flexibility 
for your store’s front-end. And the all new 
intervention light features LED lighting, 
reducing your power consumption.

Software compatibility
NCR FastLane SelfServ Release 6 is compatible with many different NCR FastLane software 
releases. Everything you have come to expect from the NCR FastLane application is available 
for your shoppers at checkout. In NCR’s latest release of FastLane software, your shoppers will 
find familiarity in the gesture-enabled interaction which is similar to their experience on their 
mobile device. The user-interface is easy to use for shoppers who are familiar with the solution, 
as well as for first time users. A persistent receipt, controlled by gesture swipe for scrolling, is 
continuously displayed throughout the transaction giving your shoppers even more control of 
their transaction. Action bar messaging is displayed in a common traffic light metaphor so your 
shoppers will always be aware of the status of their transaction.

Convertibility without 
compromise
With the NCR FastLane SelfServ Release 6 you 
have the option to add a convertible feature 
to any lane. The convertible option allows you 
to switch into cashier attendant mode without 
changing the customer flow and without 
sacrificing scanning performance. A simple 
turn of the handle raises the scanner and 
display module, rotates it 180 degrees, and 
easily lowers them back in place, providing you 
with more front end flexibility during those 
peak operating hours or seasonal periods.



Technical specifications
POS integration
• Support for Windows®, and Linux® 

POS integration under Microsoft® Windows 
POSReady 2009, Windows POSReady 7, 
and Windows 7 environments  

• Broad range of supported POS systems 
• Toolkit for easy integration to other 

POS applications

Intuitive user interface
• High bright 15” projected capacitive touchscreen 

with zero-bezel design 
• 10-point multi-touch capability 
• Integrated audio 
• Co-located cash inputs/outputs
• “Follow-me” indicator lighting

Comprehensive solution
• Core module that can be designed with a left 

or right orientation
• Compact, low profile design 
• Multiple unload and bagging modules 

accommodate any retail environment 
• Input belt or shelf
• 1, 2, or 3 bagging platforms 
• Color branding available
• Integrated scale for produce 
• LED tri-light lane light indicates availability 

RealScanTM 79 Bi-optic imager
• All-imaging 1D/2D/mobile scanning 
• High performance with the largest all-imaging 

scan zone
• Six-sided scanning with aggressive top-down 

scanning to minimize product orientation  
• PureWhite illumination for an inviting interaction 
• RealScan 78 Bi-optic scanner also available

Extensive security
• Security scale for weight verification 
• Internal security door with optional 

electronic keypad lock
• Electronic Article Surveillance (EAS) integration 

available for Sensormatic and Checkpoint devices 



Tender options
• Cash and coin handling 

- Coin recycling with bulk acceptance 
- Note recycling with bunch note handling

• Compatible with most industry-standard payment 
devices including contactless

• Credit and debit only configuration available

Environmentally conscious
• Optional two-sided thermal (2ST) 

receipt printer
• Accommodates reusable bags
• LED lighting

Remote attendant station
• Desktop and/or mobile handheld device shows 

interventions and transaction details for up to 
10 lanes

• Ability to enter and modify items like a 
traditional register

Services
• Technical support 365 days a year, 24/7
• Help Desk with remote monitoring  

and diagnostics
• Project Management, Deployment, Business 

Consulting, and Installation Services available
• NCR Command Center

Key features

• Global bunch note recycling and eight-coin recycling capability 

• Stylish design and compact footprint 

• High bright display with projected capacitive touch technology

• Integrated convertible option for front end flexibility 

• Optional bi-optic imaging capability for scanning 1D, 2D, and mobile bar codes 

• Leverages all-in-one RealPOSTM XR7 with solid state drive
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Why NCR?

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is the global leader in consumer transaction technologies, turning everyday 

interactions with businesses into exceptional experiences. With its software, hardware, and portfolio of 

services, NCR enables more than 550 million transactions daily across retail, financial, travel, hospitality, 

telecom and technology, and small business. NCR solutions run the everyday transactions that make your 

life easier.

NCR is headquartered in Duluth, Georgia with over 30,000 employees and does business in 180 countries. 

NCR is a trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States and other countries. The company encourages 

investors to visit its web site which is updated regularly with financial and other important information 

about NCR. 


